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Abstract

Advanced Electron Paramagentic Resonance spectroscopy (pulsed
EPR, time-resolved EPR, high-frequency EPR, ENDOR) has been
used to structurally characterize metastable point defects in
irradiated alkali borate, silicate, and borosilicate glasses and to study
mobile interstitial H atoms. In addition, the yield of radiolytic oxygen
has been determined by outgassing. Several mechanisms for the
defect formation in oxide glasses have been established. This workwas
performed with financial suppoYt from the EMSP oflice of the US-DOE,
grant No 60313. The cost of equipment and facilities was supported by the
BES office, Division of Chemical Science, US-DOE, under contract number
W-31 -109-ENG-38.
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Background

Current scenarios for the long-term disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Waste (HLW) involve immobilization of radionuclides in
glass forms and placement of glass logs in a deep geologic repository.

> HLW forms must be highly durable and leach resistant to prevent
release of radionuclide ions into the environment. The leach
resistance must be maintained in spite of radiation damage caused by
radionuclide decay.

The HLW forms are alkali borosilicate glasses containing 20-50
wt % of transition metal oxides (Al, Fe-III) and 10-20 wt YO of
radionuclides. The most damaging radiation will include beta and
gamma emission from CS-137 and Sr-90 and other fission products
and alpha emission from various isotopes of l% and Am-241. While
beta and gamma radiation generates defects through ionization of the
glass network, alpha particles displace atoms in energetic collisions.
During the first Kyr, when the radiation is most intense, it is
dominated by beta and gamma emissions. At later times, the alpha
emission takes over.

In the first 1-10 Kyr of storage, the HLW glasses will accumulate
0.1-10 Tera-rad (109-1011 J/kg) of ionizing radiation, not counting
collisions with alpha particles and fission fragments. Eventual contact
of glass chips with water may occur after 10-100 Kyr of storage;
leaching of radionuclide ions by seeping water will then become a
problem. One needs both a short-term (1-10 Kyr) and a long-term (O.l-
1 Myr) prognosis of the glass durability and leaching resistance.

The concern is that the rates of glass aging/dissolution may
change dramatically after 1-2 Kyr of storage, when every atom in the
glass matrix has been ionized and displaced >10’ times over. Though
the dose rates in the HLW forms are not exceptional, over the
geological time these doses sum up to the levels that are 102-104 times
higher than the radiation doses commonly studied by chemists,
materials scientists, and geophysicists. It is unknown how
amorphous solids in general and oxide glasses in particular will
behave after absorbing these very high doses.
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Objectives

Our research aims to develop fundamental knowledge of radiation-
glass interaction at the atomic leveL

The consensus of the US DOE panel scientists is that “at this
-“ stage a considerable fraction of the research effort should be focused

on simple systems, such as alkali berates, silicates and borosilicates.
At later stages, with more insight in the molecular mechanisms of
radiolytic processes, more complex composite glasses can be
studied.” (Weber et al., J. Mater. Res. 12, 1946 (1997); US DOE,
Council on Materials Science, Santa Fe, NM, February 25-29, 1996).

A serious concern about Tera-rad glasses is the formation of
microscopic gas bubbles and devitrification. In many glasses and
ceramics, radiolytic Oz coalesces to form O.01-O.lpm bubbles. In the
HLW forms produced at the Savannah River Site DWPF facility this
process is vigorous, with several per cent of network oxygens
converting to oxygen at 0.1-1 Tera-rad. The mechanism of this
process is not known; there is also a controversy about the dose rate
of bubble formation for different types of ionizing radiation. Finding
the mechanism for production and agglomeration of interstitial oxygen is
one of the highest priorities in the research on the HL W forms.

Our objective is to provide mechanistic insight required for
prognostication of the Tera-rad damage in HLW glasses through

● understanding of the mechanism for radiolytic damage from
the atomic to macroscopic scales;

m quantifying the effects of radiation and temperature on
generation, secondary reactions, migration and agglomeration
of defects;

● linking of specific defects with the undesirable endpoints;
● studying the effects of glass composition and microstructure on

the nature of radicdytic damage.



In 1998-2000, the followirw directions have been Pursued:

Using time-resolved EPR to study short-lived reactive precursors of
point defects, such as electrons, holes, and mobile interstitial atoms

Developing new spectroscopic approaches for identification and
structural characterization of rnetastable point defects.

Solving questions concerning oxygen bubble formation

resolving the controversy about the rates of oxygen formation
identification of the mechanism for oxygen formation and
coalescence
identification of reduced phases in glasses

Oxvzen bubbles

Radiation-induced evolution of gaseous Oz was first observed
by TV engineers: exposure of TV tubes to 20 keV electrons resulted in
the loss of vacuum. After 2 weeks of exposure to a typical beam
current (4 Tera-rad), 10% of network oxygens in a 2-3 pm layer near
the surface was converted to Oz. The yield of Oz was (1-3) x10-6
molecules per eV of absorbed energy.

From TEM, the average radius of bubbles is 10-50 run, and their
concentration at saturation is (1-5)x1018 cm-3.The pressure inside the
bubble is nearly-critical (>104 02 molecules per bubble). Such
agglomeration is possible if only the glass is saturated many times
over by Oz. For that, the yield of Oz must be > 10 times the
concentration of Oz at saturation, 1017cm-3,which corresponds to the
dose of 0.01-0.1 Tera-rad. At lower doses, radiolytic OLis present as
interstitial gas, and no bubbles are formed.

Recently, a claim was made that the threshold for the bubble
formation is lowered 4-5 orders of magnitude when the HLW glass is
irradiated with 1.5 MeV gamma rays instead of 1-500 keV electrons.
From these data, the dose rate of Oz formation is >0.1 molecules per
eV.



This report was used to express concerns about short-tern-z
stability of the HLW~onns. Others questioned the validity of this TEM
study. During a routine TEM scan, the beta dose absorbed by a
specimen exceeds the gamma dose by several orders of the
magnitude.

.
In our study, borosilicate glasses of various compositions were

irradiated with 3 MeV electrons to (1-10)x109 rad. At this energy,
there is little difference in radiation chemistry induced by beta and
gamma-particles. To measure the gas formation, 10-50 pm powder
was baked out in vacuo at 600°C and irradiated at 1OO-2OO”C.The
evolved gas was analyzed using MS. The gas composition was
studied as a function of the sample temperature.

Our experiments showed that the yield of radiolytic Oz is
actually lo-uz?r than the lowest of the earlier es timafes. This is
expected since 3 MeV electrons have greater penetration depths
(cm’s) than keV electrons (pm’s). Homogeneous irradiation reduces
the space charge that caused most damage in the experiments with
low-energy electrons. Our results agree with recent in situ Raman
spectroscopy studies of Boizot et al. (J. Non-Cryst. Solids 243, 268
(1999)) who observed interstitial Oz at 1550 cm-’; from their and our
data, the yield of OLis <10-7 molecules per eV.

In the dose regime studied, most of the evolved gases are
formed due to radiolytic resorption of atmospheric gases and
activation of chemisorbed HZOand COZ.The yield of radiolytic Oz is
comparable to that of radiolytically desorbed N2 and by 10-100 times
less than the yield of COZ. Particularly low yields of 02 were observed in
the simulated ELLVVglass MCC-76-68 from PNNL, due to uptake of Oz
by transition metal ions. We found no evidence of efficient formation
of Ozby high-energy radiation.

T-he implication of our study is that the concentration of 0,

at which the bubbles are formed will accumulate ajfter >16
Kyr of the storage. There is no need to be concerned about
volatilization of HLW glasses in the nearest future.



Point Defects: Structural asuects.

Formation of atomic scale (“point”) structural defects is the first
step towards the radiation damage. It is also the stage at which
radiation chemistry plays the decisive role.

.

In the past, several classes of radiation-induced defects in alkali

borate, silicate, and borosilicate glasses have been identified using

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and optical spectra. Like all

techniques, these two methods have their limitations. Since little

effort has been made to overcome these limitations, over the last 25

yrs there has been no significant insight into the structure and

dynamics of the defects in nixed oxide glasses.

Using time-domain EI?R, high-frequency EPR, and ENDOR we

re-examined radiation-induced defects in alkali and alkaline earth

berates, silicates, and borosilicates; related minerals were also

studied. Our techniques yield detailed information about the

structure and environment of paramagnetic defects. These magnetic

resonance studies constitute the most important part of our work.



Alkali silicates.
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Hole trapping by non-bridging oxygens in SiO1- groups does

not lead to release of alkali (Alk+) cation. The O&iO* ...Alk+ distance

is 10% longer than this distance in regular O$iO-...Alk+ units. Inside

the cage formed by bridging oxygens, the Alk+ cation undergoes

thermally-activated small-amplitude swinging motion along the y

axis.

In alkali-loaded silicates, SiOA2-groups trap some holes; in these

centers the unpaired electron rapidly tunnels between two non-

bridging oxygens.

Irradiation of alkali silicates yields trapped excitons; silicon

peroxy radicals and silicon dangling bond centers are formed when

these trapped excitons decay. These processes are similar to what

occurs in pure silica glass:



Interstitial superoxide anion is formed in thermally activated

reaction of bonded peroxy radicals:

>

This reaction is vigorous at 200-300 “C. After recombination

with a hole, the superoxide anion becomes an interstitial 02 molecule.

This reaction sequence accounts for the slow generation of

interstitial 02 and evolution of Oz bubbles in radiolysis of mixed

oxide glasses.



Alkali Berates.

All of the observed hole centers have Alk+ vacancy as a

precursor (01- defect). Some of the hole-trapping species are BO~-and

; BOj- defects, some - distorted B[4]-O-B[3] linkages.

,

Unlike holes, the electrons are trapped by overcoordinated

oxygen (0~+) defects. If this defect involves a proton, an H atom is

formed. If this defect involves borons, B dangling bond centers are

formed.

In alkali-loaded glasses, clusters of alkali cations bound to

several BOA-groups may trap one or two electrons, yielding

paramagnetic or diamagnetic centers, respectively. The formation of

these centers requires thermal activation: the 0~+defects are deeper

electron traps.

Long irradiation exposure yields oxygen excess and deficiency

centers:

The peroxy radical must be the precursor of interstitial oxygen

in alkali borate glasses.



Most of radiation-induced defects in alkali silicates and

berates were also observed in complex borosilicate glasses. Our

studies on the defect geometry and electronic structure yield the

atomic-scale picture of radiation damage in the HLW glass forms.
.

Due to limited miscibility of silicate and borate phases, many

borosilicate glasses are microscopically phase separated. A common

example is “pyrex” in which 1-5 run borate islands are separated by

almost pure SiOz. This microstructure accounts for the exceptional

chemical durability of Pyrex.
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In irradiated pyrex and vycor glasses, electron and hole centers

cluster on the surface of borate islands, while oxygen

deficiency/excess centers occur only in the silicate phase and have

low yield.

CM results indicate that microscopically phase separated
borosilicate glasses exhibit not only the highest leach resistance but
also the highest radiation resistance among aH of borosilicate
glasses.

Such phase separation is beneficial for the HLW glass and should
be sought for.

Danburite: a single crvstal model of borosilicate
I@=

The structure of hole centers in single crystal danburite (simulated using

MNDO from 2D ESEEMdata. ). The hole is trapped by a Ca2+ vacancy.
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Short-lived reactive intermediates: Hvdrogen atoms.

Due to their small size, H atoms are the only neutral species

that exhibit high mobility in oxide glasses. The H atoms are also one

.“ of the most reactive species in glass.

Using time-resolved pulsed EPR, the H atoms were observed

from 10 ns to 1 ms. We use spin-polarized H atoms to probe the glass

structure and to study other short-lived reaction intermediates. In the

past, we have studied the H atoms in suprasil II (v-SiO,:OH); lately

we expanded this study to HO-doped vitreous boron trioxide (v-

B20~:OH), also known as “boric acid glass”.

Results

- The H/D atoms are spin-polarized due to H + H recombination in

radiolytic spurs. HLformed in radiolysis is also from this reaction.

- Transverse spin relaxation in the H/D atoms is due rapid hopping

between the sites with different configurations of magnetic boron

nuclei. From the temperature dependence of relaxation times we

determined the activation energy of hopping (0.13-0.16 eV) and

the residence time of the H atom in a trap (5-7 ns at 300K); the

diffusion coefficient is 1.5x10-7 cm2/s at 300 K and the mean

hoping distance is 0.56 nm.



Free H atoms that escape from the spurs slowly recombine with

each other and metastable centers. Below 140K, trapped H atoms

reside in a cavity formed by two or three B-O-B bonds; in high-OH

loaded glass there are also H atoms trapped at a site formed by

two HO-terminated boroxol rings.

- There is no isotope effect on the diffusion of H/D atoms in boron

and silicon oxide glasses; there is a considerable isotope effect on

their yield above 20°C.

Our results and MNDO calculations indicate that the

isotope effect on the I-VII atom yield is due to electron

trapping by pre-existing >033+ and - OH2’ defects.
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Summarv and Conclusion.

Several families of radiation-induced defects in oxide glasses have
been characterized structurally. Possible chemical pathways leading
to these defects have been examined.

In alkali silicates, trapping of holes does not release alkali cations and
trapping of electrons does not lead to the formation of alkali metal
clusters. In alkali berates, the holes are trapped by cation vacancies
and, again, there is no release of cations. Thus, concerns over
enhanced cation migration and metallization of HLW glass are
exaggerated without basis.

In microscopically phase-separated borosilicate glasses the radiation
damage is concentrated on the boundaries between the silicate and
borate domains. The damage to the silica matrix is minimal. The
microscopic separation increases the radiation durability in the
same way it increases chemical durability.

Transport properties of mobile H atoms in room-temperature silicon
and boron oxide glasses have been studied. These atoms are shown
to efficiently anneal metastable points defects. Our study suggests
that small concentration of hydroxyl groups is beneficial for the
radiation stability of HLW forms.

Formation of molecular oxygen in glasses subjected to high-dose
irradiation has been studied. It is shown that there is no efficient
formation of molecular oxygen under high-energy irradiation. Our
study reaffirms earlier estimates of volatilization in the HLW
glasses (10 kyr of storage as the onset of the bubble formation).


